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Abstract— The new development in the architecture of Internet 
has increased  internet traffic. The introduction of Peer to Peer 
(P2P) applications are affecting the performance of traditional 
internet applications.   Network optimization is used to monitor 
and manage the internet traffic and improve the performance 
of internet applications.  The existing optimizations methods 
are not able to provide better management for networks.   
Machine learning (ML) is one of the familiar techniques to 
handle the internet traffic.  It is used to identify and reduce the 
traffic.   The lack of relevant datasets have reduced the 
performance of ML techniques in classification of internet 
traffic.   The aim of the research is to develop a hybrid   
classifier to classify the internet traffic data and mitigate the 
traffic.  The proposed method is deployed in the classification 
of traffic traces of University Technology Malaysia.   The 
method has produced an accuracy of  98.3% with less 
computation time.    

Keywords— Classifier, Internet traffic, P2P, Internet 
traffic Mitigation, Machine Learning, Neural Network   

I. INTRODUCTION 

P2P application is one of the familiar developments in 
internet architecture[1].   Traffic data classification is used to 
reduce the internet traffic.   The classified data will inspect 
the network and try to consume less bandwidth[2].   
Managing network traffic is the major challenge in 
distributed network.   Existing researches are not 
commendable in the area of P2P computing.   The 
differences in the properties of traffic data will affect the 
performance of network.   ML methods are used to develop 
an automated application to deal complex data.   Dataset and 
feature selection are the important factors of classifiers.   The 
ability of classifiers are dependent on these factors.   
ML is a set of technique and data analytical methods to 
improve the performance of a automated task.  ML 
algorithms are widely used in real – time applications[3]. 
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Support Vector Machine, C5.0, and Artificial Neural 
Network (ANN) are some of the ML techniques used for the 
classification of P2P network.   SVM is a supervised method 
that uses mapping function for the classification[4].   The 
mapping function is used to classify the data according to the 
labels.  The classified model represents the data that was 
used in the training phase[5].    
C5.0 is a familiar technique used as an alternative for SVM.   
It is based on Decision tree algorithm.  The concept of 
estimation of entropy is used to take decsions[6][7].    The 
features of dataset will be used for the derivation of patterns 
and matched with a target class[8][9][10].   J48 algorithm is 
used in the selection of features by evaluating a node of the 
tree. It is a flexible method and easy to combine with other 
ML techniques[11][12][13].   
Most of the complex ML models were built with NN and 
produced an optimal solution. It is basically a time 
consuming method[15][16].    A proper training is required 
for NN to produce good results.   

The objective of the research is to provide a efficient 
Artificial NN (ANN) for the classification of P2P internet 
traffic. ANN is combined with J48 to improve the 
computation time of the classifier[17][18].   The proposed 
model can be used to identify the emergence of new P2P 
traffic application in distributed networks. The state of the art 
classifiers are compared with the proposed method in terms 
of accuracy and computation cost[18].   

The structure of the paper is arranged as follows: section 
two will provide information about the existing literature on 
network traffic classification.   Section three will give details 
about the methodology of the research.   Section four will 
discuss the experimental setup of the research.   Section five 
will provide results and analysis and finally, the paper will be 
concluded in section six. 

II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Internet classification is used to provide better quality of 
service is managing network traffic.   A classifier will cluster 
the internet traffic data into different groups.   The new 
improvements such as dynamic port numbers an packet 
payloads are complex and difficult to classify using older 
classification technique.ML algorithms are need to be 
employed to classify complex communication data.  
Pramitha P et.al.  ,(2018)[1] have compared ML algorithms 
for classification of internet traffic data.    
The authors have employed Naïve Bayes, Random 
Forest(RF), Decision Tree(DT), and Multi layer perceptron 
algorithms for the classification of internet traffic.   The 
results have shown that RF and DT have better accuracy than 
other classifiers.   
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Wujian Ye and Kyungan Cho (2014)[2] have developed a 
hybrid classifier with heuristic rules.   Signature and statistics 
based classifiers were developed by the authors for 
classification of unknown traffic.   
Port based classification became void due to the nature of 
producing unreliable results.  The introduction of new 
techniques in Internet technology has provided facility to 
hide port numbers.   False positive and negative can be 
detected using this type of classification.   
Payload based classifier will work beyond the transport layer 
to find unique values in packet payloads.   Deep Packet 
Inspection(DPI) and Stochastic Payload Inspection (SPI) are 
the two categories of payload based classifiers.   The payload 
of packets can be used to generate pattern of unusual traffic 
in Internet.   DPI is effective, but the cost of computation is 
high.   The method need to have continuous access of the 
packet memory.  SPI have some efficient methods to 
compute unique pattern using protocols.   Justin Ma et. al[3] 
have proposed a method to find a common string in packets, 
which is based on SPI.   
Statistical classification is one of the effective methods in 
Internet traffic data classification.  It will use flow level 
measurements for the characterization of different 
applications.   ML techniques are easily implemented in this 
type of classifications.    
Behavioral classification is a modern technique to 
characterize the network traffic.   It has the capability to find 
applications running on the target host.   
In [4], author have studied the abilities of different traffic 
classifiers. Authors[5 ] have proposed a two step hierarchical 
scheme for the detection of attacks on the web server.  
Palmieri F et.al.[6] , have found an approach to detect 
network anomalies on independent components.  The study 
has used a ML technique for the detection of unusual 
patterns.  Gil GD[7] have characterized virtual private 
network traffic using time related features. Authors [8] did a 
survey on different techniques in traffic classification.   In 
[9],author have compared some supervised ML algorithms 
for the classification of network traffic.   
The proposed research is based on behavioral classification 
and used a hybrid ML algorithm for the classification of P2P 
traffic and mitigates the traffic in network.   

III. METHODOLOGY  

The section will describe the process of classification of 
internet traffic data.   The fig.   – 1 will show the framework 
for classification of communication traffic.   

A.  Data Collection 

Communication data are difficult to process by ML 
algorithms.   SNORT is an old Intrusion detection system 
(IDS).   The rules of SNORT are followed to match the data 
with signature in the database.   It will label the data 
according to the application protocol.   The logs are 
downloaded from a decoder as a Tcpdump format.   SNORT 
can be replaced with modern IDS.   The research has used 
SNORT due to its ability in finding signatures.   

 

Fig. 1 Data collection and feature Extraction 

B.   Feature Selection 

Feature selection or extraction is the process used in the pre – 
processing of data.   It is used to extract optimal subset of 
features.  ML algorithms will work on the features for the 
extraction of patterns.   The consistency based feature 
selection is used in the work for the selection of features.   

C.  Behavioral based Classifier 

Behavior based classifier will use the flow information of the 
network and classify the traffic.   Packets will be parsed into 
tokens, easily accessible by ML algorithms.  Fig.   2 is the 
illustration of offline classifier.  The traffic traces will be pre 
– processed by a well defined pre – processor model.   The 
features will be selected from the traces.  SNORT rules will 
be used to find out the signatures from the traces.   The 
concept of signature is used to filter the traces into features.   
The extracted features will be classified by the offline 
classifier.   The offline classifier is used to train and test the 
results.    

 

Fig. 2 Offline Classifier 

Fig. 3 depicts an online classifier.   An online classifier is 
connected to the network and traffic traces will be fed 
dynamically into the classifier.  The classified traces will be 
used to mitigate the traffic in the network.   The traffic will 
be mitigated dynamically without any human intervention.   

 

Fig.3 Online Classifier 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

The section will discuss the experimental setup of the 
proposed system.  SNORT has to be configured to capture 
the flow from the online P2P network.  It will further 
discuss the process to select flow features for fast 
computation 

A.  Capturing flow information 

Collection of data from P2P will be performed using SNORT 
rules[19].  The new version 2.9.12 of SNORT is used in the 
research. Data will be stored in comma separated 
values(CSV) format.   The configuration file is manipulated 
to capture the related signatures of P2P communication.  The 
payload packets will be inspected by SNORT and related 
data will be stored according to the rules.   

B.  Selection of features 

The focus of the research is to reduce the set of features and 
enhance the classification of traffic data set. Chi – Square 
and fuzzy rough algorithms were employed to extract 
features from dataset.    

Fig.4 Feature selection and Offline Classification 

Fig.4 will show the process of feature extraction and offline 

classification.    Chi – square have the ability to select 

optimal features from the dataset.    Online P2P ML 
algorithm 
SVM, Random Forest(RF), ANN and C5.  0 are familiar 

algorithms in Traffic data classification. The following 

algorithms were selected after the careful study on familiarity 

and state of the art techniques from literature review.SVM, 

RF, ANN are the algorithms that are used with the proposed 

method.   ANN is combined with J48 algorithm for the 

proposed work.   ANN is slow learner.   J48 is a decision 

based algorithm, which has the ability to increase the speed 

of ANN. Fig.  5 shows the online P2P classifier.  The 

classified data will be fed into the network and reduce the 

traffic.  The source of the data will be updated each time with 

data from the real time network.   

 

Fig.5 Online P2P classifier 

 
Fig.  6  Flow of Process – P2P Classifier 

 
Fig. 6 shows the processes involved in the classification of 
data.   Labeling data is the important process for the 
selection of features.   The following Algorithm 1 shows the 
classification algorithm followed by the research.   
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Algorithm1 P2P classifier 

Input: 

D: { D1,D2,.. .. ,Dn}-> Dataset 

Ft: { Ft1, Ft2,.. .., Ftn} -> Feature Extraction 

Output: 

{ Classified Traffic} 

Algorithm: 

Data: {Dataset} 

LData: for each Data in Dataset 

             {  Label Data using Snort rules} 

For each file in packet 

   If IP_source && IP_dest belong to flow 

     Add Packet to dataset 

  Else 

    New Packet Generation 

Read Dataset D1,D2…,Dn 

Split Data into tokens 

Feature Extraction; 

Start Classifier 

Input No. of Neurons 

Input No. of Hidden Layers 

Build Model 

Classify traffic 

Stop Classifier 

Input Classifier Traffic in Network 

End 
 

The classifier will return the results to the controlling 
model to update the new classified data into the real 
time network.   

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The section will give results and evidences to prove the 
efficiency of proposed method.  Datasets were collected from 
different resources.  Global evaluation metrics were applied 
to evaluate the algorithms.   
Table I is the details of dataset.  University Technology 
Malaysia(UTM) datasets were collected in three different 
period. The period between July – October 2011, three 
datasets were collected from the network.   The second 
period was October 2012 and final dataset were downloaded 
in November 2012.   

Table I –Details of datasets 

Source Datasets 
Average 
Packets 

Average 
Flows 

Average 
Size 

(MB) 
UTM 5 138456 8423 542 

CAIDA 1 88564 2540 845 
UNIBS 1 8457856 78998 1345 

Cambridge 1 1145823 45868 878 
CAIDA[20] datasets are available for researchers without 
any cost.  Datasets are collected in the period between 2009 
 and 2013.   University of Brescia (UNIBS)[21] had offered 
the traces collected between September and October 2009.   
Cambridge[22] datasets were collected in the month August 
2003.   Datasets were old in  
nature, but flow information will be useful to train the 
algorizhms to produce better results.   
Precision and Recall are used to evaluate the retrieval 
capacity of the method.True positive (TP) and False 
Positive(FP) are the important metrics used to prove the 

quality of classification of ML algorithms.   Finally, accuracy 
is calculated and compared with each other algorithms.   

 
Table II Details of Building Time 

Table III TP and FP (Training Time) 
Classifier TP FP 

SVM 96.8 3.2 
RF 98.2 1.8 
ANN 97.6 2.4 
Proposed Method 98.4 1.6 

Table IV TP and FP (Testing Time) 
Classifier TP FP 

SVM 98.3 1.7 
RF 97.6 2.4 
ANN 98.7 1.3 
Proposed Method 98.9 1.1 

Table II provide details of the building time of the models.   
The proposed method and SVM took less time comparing to 
other models.   SVM is more efficient to produce results in 
less amount of time.   The proposed ANN is a feed forward 
network that have auto heal property.   J48 is also a factor to 
have less building time for proposed method.   
Tale III and IV are showing details of TP and FP of methods 
applied in the research.   All ML algorithms have produced 
better FP and TP because of its patten recognition property.  
The performance of ML in classificaiton and clustering 
problems are better than other algorithms.   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Methods 
Building Time (Seconds) 

FS1 FS2 FS3 FS4 FS5 

SVM 2.6 0.25 0.46 1.78 0.86 
RF 5.3 3.45 3.68 5.4 4.3 

ANN 12.56 5.36 7.37 6.3 7.8 
Proposed 
Method 

1.45 0.48 1.3 2.4 1.89 
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Table V Details of Precision and Recall 

 

 
Fig.  7 precision and Recall 

Table V and fig. 7 shows the precision and recall of the 
methods.  The proposed method have better values than 
other methods.   The performance of RF,ANN and proposed 
methods are better compairng to SVM.   Basically, SVM 
does not have better precision, recall and F1 score.   
Table VI provides details of accuracy of the methods.   Fig. 
8 has shown the results related to table VI.    

Table VI Accuracy of Classifiers 

Methods 
Accuracy 

DS – 1 
(%) 

DS – 2 
(%) 

DS –3  
(%) 

DS – 4 
(%) 

SVM 89.1 91.3 88.6 90.5 
RF 91.3 92.6 94.4 94.6 
ANN 97.3 96.8 95.3 92.3 
Proposed Method 96.8 98.2 96.3 93.6 

 

 
Fig. 8 Classifiers Accuracy   

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Both ANN and proposed method have better accuracy.  The 
ANN model will take more time for training, but accuracy 
will be more.   Proposed method has better overall 
performance comparing to other methods.  

CONCLUSION 

The introduction of modern technology in the world of 
internet has raised the data traffic in network.   P2P 
communication needs reliable traffic to share messages.  The 
proposed study has combined both ANN and J48 algorithms 
for the classification of internet traffic data.   The overall 
performance of the proposed method is better comparing to 
other methods.   The proposed method has 98.9% of True 
positive and an average accuracy of 96. 2%. It is evidence 
that the proposed method is more reliable than other methods 
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